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㰍㺃ǃᢰ㺃㠷ଢᆨ㌫ࡇ䅋ᓗ᳘䄆 

 

Cyberneticsˈǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌᡆǋӪ䄆ǌˈнᱟᙍᜣਢкаػケⲬⲴڦ❦һԦˈᆳ俆ݸ

⛪а䮰ᯠⲴಘᆨⲴࠪ⨮ᢃҶ17ц㌰ԕֶⲴỠѫ㗙Ǆ䄮՟⢩g㏝㌽൘1948ᒤⲴࠪ⡸⢙ǉ᧗

ᴽ᷿Ṭᱲ䯃઼⢋乃ݻ䄆ǌˈԕࡦ䙊ؑⲴ、ᆨǊѝᨀࠪǋ᧗઼ࡦ䄆˖ᡆ䰌ᯬअ⢙㠷ಘⲴ᧗ࡦ

ᱲ䯃Ⲵሽ・˖㘵ᱟ⭏⢙ᙗⲴǃࢥ䙐ᙗⲴ઼нਟ䘶䕹Ⲵˈᖼ㘵ᱟỠᙗⲴǃ䟽ᗙⲴ઼ਟ䘶䕹ⲴǄ

䄆ǌ⛪а䮰Პ䙽ᙗⲴᆨ、ˈ㜭ཐ㎡аᡰᴹަԆⲴ、ᆨᆨ、ˈ䳘ᖼҏ⏥ᤜҶ⽮ᴳࡦфˈǋ᧗

、ᆨǄ䙉൘ቬݻᯟgⴗᴬǃ⎧ഐ㥘g俞g⾿ᯟ⢩ǃⓛ䋍ᢈgᴬെ㌽઼ᕇᵇ㾯ᯟ、g⬖䴧

Ⲵ⹄ウѝ࠶ݵ億⨮ˈ㻛ち⛪ǋҼ䲾᧗ࡦ䄆ǌǄㅜйˈǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌ⛪а䮰ଢᆨˈᡆ㘵ᴤ⻪࠷ൠ

䃚ᱟ㾯ᯩଢᆨⲴᴰᯠⲬኅˈ㻛俜бg⎧ᗧṬ⡮㚢ちǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌ⁉䂼㪇㾯ᯩଢᆨ઼ᖒ㘼кᆨⲴ㍲

㎀ᡆᆼᡀǄ 

 

Ӻཙˈǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌᐢ㏃㻛ᒮѾᡰᴹⲴᐕ〻ᆨ、ǃ㰍㺃઼Ӫ᮷ᆨ、ᡰ੨᭦ˈ⢩ࡕ൘㰍㺃ǃჂ億⹄

ウ઼ᢰ㺃ଢᆨˈഐ↔ˈᆳᐢ㏃ሖ⨮Ҷᡰ䄮ⲴᲞ䙽ᙗǄǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌⲴ⢩ᙗ઼㗙ӽᴹᖵ䂠⯁ˈ

㘼↔а䂠⯁ᗵ丸䎵䎺ᡰ䄲Ⲵǋᐎ䆈ᖒǌ৺ަᔦըⲴ佈⌒Ǆ哕ݻⴗ╒൘1970ᒤԓⲴа⅑䟷

䁚ѝᴮ䃚ˈ״㖵ᯟⲬሴⲴӪ䙐㺋ᱏ⁉䂼Ҷǋ㠚❦⭼ǌⲴ㎀ᶏ઼ǋ⭏ᆨǌⲴ䮻Ǆ䳘㪇1960ᒤ

ԓᗎ㺋ᱏкࡠⲴൠ⨳ޘ䊼Ⲵെۿˈǋൠ⨳ǌⲴ㿰ᘥ䕹ॆ⛪аػަሖⲴӪᐕ⭒૱Ǆᐤݻ

ᯟ⢩gᇼं㗙кⲴᆷᇉ伋㡩ˈҏ↓ᱟ൘䙉ػ䕹ᣈ唎кˈ⁉䂼Ӫ于ǃ㠚❦઼ᢰ㺃ѻ䯃Ⲵ䰌ײ

䙢ޕҶаػᯠᱲԓǄᡁف⭏⍫൘ᡰᵚᴹⲴ␡ኔⲴǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌᱲԓǄ❦㘼ˈᡁفӽᴳнᵏ❦Ⲵ

䲧ޕ㠚❦઼᮷ॆⲴҼ࠶⌅ˈ㘼⋂ᴹᆼޘ⨶䀓ǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌⲴ㗙઼ተ䲀Ǆᡁف⨮ԓӪˈሽ、ᆨ䜭

ᱟ䞇䞂㘵ˈ⋂㜭ᗎǋ䙢↕ǌⲴ৽佻ѝ䎠ֶࠪˈ↓ྲቬ䟷൘ǉᘛ′Ⲵ、ᆨǊѝᡰ᧿䘠ˈ⨮ԓӪሽ

ǋ❑䲀ǌⲴ䘭≲ሾ㠤Ҷ⋂ᴹӰ哭∄❑䲀ᴤਟᙅⲴ䂽䆈Ǆᡁف䴰㾱аぞᯠⲴǋ䚎↨䂽䆈䄆ǌǄྲ

Ṭ䴧ᠸ㻿g䋍⢩ᡰّ䆠Ⲵˈ㾱䟽ᯠ䠀ᇊᯩṸ˖⨮ԓӪᰒ❦㒬Ҷǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌᙍ㏝ˈቡᗵ丸䙢

㘼ݻᴽሽᆳⲴ⊸䞹Ǆ䙉ػᯠⲴᯩṸᗵ丸ᗎǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌࠪⲬˈ㘼фᗵ丸䎵䎺ǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌ㜭ᴹᡰ

ᡀቡǄ 

 

 

21ц㌰Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆  Cybernetics For the 21st Century 

 

⭡ᔓᶡᱲԓ㖾㺃佘Ⴢӻሖ傇ᇔǃಘ䚃ଢᆨ㠷ᢰ㺃⹄ウ㏢㎑ԕ৺╒䳵㋮㠽㚟ਸѫ䗖Ǆᵜ丵ⴞ⭡䁡

➌ᆨ㺃ㆆࢳˈᔪ݂㎡㉼ˈޡ䚰䃻Ҷޛսֶ㠚ޘ⨳н਼ൠฏⲴ⽮ᴳᆨᇦǃଢᆨᇦǃ、ᆨਢᆨᇦǄ

Ԇفᗎн਼ൠฏǃ↧ਢǃ⽮ᴳ઼ଢᆨ䀂ᓖഎ亗Ҽॱц㌰Ⲵǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌˈԕ৺ᙍ㘳ǋ᧗ࡦ䄆ǌ䙻

अሽᵚֶᙍ㏝Ⲵ䋒⦫Ǆ 

 

䅋㘵वᤜ˖ 

ᆹᗧ冟gⳞ᷇ݻ˄Andrew Pickering, 㤡഻ෳݻຎ⢩བྷᆨ˅ǃࠡ⪏⩣g⎧ंᯟ˄N.Katherine 

Hayles, 㖾഻ᐎབྷᆨ⍋ᵹ⼟࠶ṑ˅ǃᯟ⬖gṬ㖵㏝ཷ˄Slava Gerovitchˈ㖾഻哫ⴱ⨶ᐕ

ᆨ䲒˅ǃᐳ冟၌gᆹᶡ俜㻿ቬ˄Brunella Antomariniˈབྷ࡙㖵俜㌴㘠g՟⢩བྷᆨ˅ǃ

㊣⡮gݻ㻿㥢㏝ᯟส˄MichaÏ Krzykawskiˈ⌒㱝ᢈ㏝㥢㾯㻿㾯ӎབྷᆨ˅ǃ俜؞g⢩㻿

 ⍋⢩˄Mathieu Triclotˈ⌅഻䋍⡮⾿g㫉䋍࡙ӎᢰ㺃བྷᆨ˅ǃབྷ㺋g㧛ٛ˄David Maullnݻ
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de los ReyesˈᲪ࡙俆䜭、ᢰབྷᆨ˅ǃጦབྷ䕄˄Daisuke HarashimaˈᰕᵜᶡӜᰙに⭠བྷ

ᆨ˅Ǆ 

 

㚟ਸѫ䗖˖ᔓᶡᱲԓ㖾㺃佘Ⴢӻሖ傇ᇔ, ಘ䚃ଢᆨ㠷ᢰ㺃⹄ウ㏢㎑ˈ╒䳵㋮㠽 

 

սᆨ㘵䅋ᓗᐢ㏃к㐊ˈі䝽ԕѝ㤡᮷ᆇᒅˈਟ൘ԕл㏢ㄉ㿰ⴻ˖ https://youtube.com/plaޛ

ylist?list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n 

 

 

㐊к⹄䀾ᴳᱲ䯃˖2023ᒤ1ᴸ10ᰕ㠷11ᰕ ⭡╒䳵㋮㠽㠹䗖 

 

21ц㌰Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆 ⹄䀾ᴳѻа 

2023ᒤ1ᴸ10ᰕˈेӜᱲ䯃20:00-22:00 

ѫ乼˖ǋൠฏ㠷䂽䆈䄆ǌ 

ሽ䂡హ䌃˖  

ᆹᗧ冟gⳞ᷇ݻ Andrew Pickering 

ᯟ⬖gṬ㖵㏝ཷ Slava Gerovitch 

㊣⡮gݻ㻿㥢㏝ᯟส MichaÏ Krzykawski 
བྷ㺋g㧛ٛ David 0DXOlQ�GH�ORV�5H\HV 

⹄䀾ѫᤱӪ˖䁡➌ Yuk Hui 

ᵜ⅑䄆ԕ㤡䃎㠹㹼ˈᨀѝ᮷਼㚢㘫䆟ˈ㐊к৳㠷䧸᧕ 

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Cy4jlBHoSoWNM85zUzESaQ 

 

21ц㌰Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆 ⹄䀾ᴳѻҼ 
2023ᒤ1ᴸ11ᰕˈेӜᱲ䯃21:00-23:00 

ѫ乼˖ǋ᭯⋫㠷Ӫᐕ⭏ભǌ 

ሽ䂡హ䌃˖ 

ࠡ⪏⩣g⎧ंᯟ N. Kathetine Hayles 

ᐳ冟၌gᆹᶡ俜㻿ቬ Brunella Antomarini 

ጦབྷ䕄 Daisuke Harashima 

⹄䀾ѫᤱӪ˖䁡➌ Yuk Hui 

ᵜ⅑䄆ԕ㤡䃎㠹㹼ˈᨀѝ᮷਼㚢㘫䆟ˈ㐊к৳㠷䧸᧕ 

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RCBrg9spT_GFu9FVvQqung 

 

 

  

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RCBrg9spT_GFu9FVvQqung
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╄䅋హ䌃㠷ѫ乼 

 
ᆹᗧ冟gⳞ᷇ݻ˄Andrew Pickering˅ 

ᆹᗧ冟gⳞ᷇ݻᱟ㤡഻ෳݻຎ⢩བྷᆨ⽮ᴳᆨ㠷ଢᆨ῞䆭ᮉᦸˈԆᱟ、ᆨᢰ㺃⹄ウ么ฏⲴ么䓽Ӫ

⢙ˈ൘、ᆨǃᢰ㺃઼ᮨᆨ䰌Ⲵ↧ਢǃ⽮ᴳᆨ઼ଢᆨᯩ䶒Ⲭ㺘Ҷབྷ䟿㪇ǄԆⲴ㪇ᐢ㏃㻛㘫

䆟⛪ཊぞ䃎䀰ˈवᤜѝ᮷䆟ᵜǉΏᔪ䂷ݻ˖㋂ᆀ⢙⨶ᆨ઼⽮ᴳਢǊǉ⛪ሖ䑀઼᮷ॆⲴ、ᆨǊ

ԕ৺ǉሖ䑀Ⲵ⋆-ᱲ䯃ǃ䟿㠷、ᆨǊ˗Ԇ䘁ᵏⲴ㪇वᤜǉ᧗ࡦ䄆བྷ㞖˖᧿㒚ਖаぞᵚ

ֶǊǄⴞԆⲴ⹄ウ㚊❖ᯬ᧗ࡦ䄆㠷㠚❦઼᧗ࡦ䄆㰍㺃Ⲵ䰌ײǄ 

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:᧗ࡦ䄆൘㤡഻ 
 

ᯟ⬖gṬ㖵㏝ཷ˄Slava Gerovitch˅ 

ᯟ⬖gṬ㖵㏝ཷ൘㖾഻哫ⴱ⨶ᐕᆨ䲒ᮉᦸᮨᆨਢǄԆᴹػޙঊ༛ᆨս˖、ᆨଢᆨ˄ֶ㠚㧛

ᯟ、㠚❦、ᆨ㠷ᢰ㺃ਢ⹄ウᡰ˅઼、ᆨ㠷ᢰ㺃Ⲵ⽮ᴳ઼↧ਢ⹄ウ˄ֶ㠚哫ⴱ⨶ᐕᆨ䲒Ⲵ、ᆨǃ

ᢰ㺃઼⽮ᴳ丵ⴞ˅Ǆᯟ⬖ᮉᦸⲬ㺘䙾བྷ䟿䰌ᯬ㰷㚟ᮨᆨǃ᧗ࡦ䄆ǃᆷ㡚ᆨ઼䀸㇇Ⲵ↧ਢⲴ

᮷ㄐˈԆᱟǉᗎᯠ䂡ࡠ䌭ঊ䃎䀰˖㰷㚟᧗ࡦ䄆Ⲵ↧ਢǊ˄2002˅Ⲵ㘵ˈ䂢ᴨ⦢ᗇҶ⊳ཱྀቬཷ

ᴨধ⥾˄Vucinich Book Prize˅Ⲵ῞䆭⥾ˈԕ㺘ᖠԆ൘״㖵ᯟ⹄ウ么ฏⲴࠪہሸ㪇˗ԆⲴ㪇

ǉ㰷㚟ཚオ䀸ࢳⲴ㚢丣˖ሷ㰷㚟ᑦޕཚオⲴᆷ㡚ǃ༛઼ޥᐕ〻ᑛǊԕ৺ǉ㰷㚟ཚオ⾎䂡˖

 ᖒ䊑ǃ⿱Ӫ䁈៦઼᮷ॆ䓛ԭⲴᖒᡀǊ˄2015˅⦢ᗇҶᗧ㌽-ຎ⡮㡚オ㡚ཙ↧ਢ᮷ᆨ⥾Ǆޡޜ

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:䐘᮷ॆⲴ᧗ࡦ䄆˖Პ䙽ᙗⲴ൘ൠॆ 

 

㊣⡮gݻ㻿㥢㏝ᯟส˄Michal Krzykawski˅ 

㊣⡮gݻ㻿㥢㏝ᯟสᱟ⌒㱝ᢈ㏝㥢㾯㻿㾯ӎབྷᆨଢᆨᮉᦸˈᢩࡔᙗᢰ㺃⹄ウѝᗳ䋐䋜

ӪǄԆⲴ⹄ウഽ㒎㪇ↀ䲨、ᢰଢᆨǃᢩ䂅⨶䄆઼᭯⋫㏃☏ᆨኅ䮻˗Ԇሽଢᆨᙍ㏝ǃᢰ㺃઼、ᆨ

൘㠷⮦ᮨᆇॆ䕹ර䰌Ⲵ䂽䆈䄆ǃ⽮ᴳᗳ⨶઼⭏乼ѻ䯃Ⲵሽ䂡⢩ࡕᝏ㠸䏓ǄԆᱟǉԆ㘵

㠷ޡ㘵˖⌅഻ଢᆨⲴйॱӄᒤǊⲴ㘵˗ԕ৺ǉ࠶৹˖нਟᴯԓǊⲴ㚟ਸ㘵ˈ䂢ᴨ⭡ଢᆨᇦ

՟㌽ᗧ-ᯟ㪲Ṭं㠷InterNation Collective਼ޡ㐘䕟˄2021˅Ǆ 

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:᧗ࡦ䄆㠷ޡ⭒ѫ㗙˖⌒㱝Ӫ≁઼഻ޡⲴ᧗ࡦ䄆ᙍᜣ 
 

བྷ㺋g㧛ٛ˄'DYLG�0DXOlQ�GH�ORV�5H\HV˅ 

བྷ㺋g㧛ٛ൘Ც࡙俆䜭、ᢰབྷᆨᮉᦸᢰ㺃ਢǄԆⲴማ⏥㫻ҶᲪ઼࡙б㖾⍢൘⽮ᴳ䆺䶙ѝⲴ

㰍㺃ǃ、ᆨǃᢰ㺃ѻ䯃Ⲵ䰌ײˈ⛪䁝䀸ǃᔪㇹǃᐲ㾿઼ࢳᐕ〻ㅹᆨ、丵ⴞⲴഎ亗ᙗ⹄ウⲬኅ

⢩ᇊⲴ⽮ᴳᆨㅖ㲏⭏⭒ᯩ⌅ǄԆᴮㆆࢳㅜйቶ഻ᇦ㖾㺃佘䴉ᒤኅǋᲪ࡙Ⲵ⮦ԓ㰍㺃ᛵຳǌˈᯠ

ཛࡇg㊣ᯟ⢩⡮㰍㺃ѝᗳؑ㿆㿪ॆ丵ⴞ˖ǋㅜйቶ㚟ਸ഻䋯᱃઼Ⲭኅᴳ䆠ᔪㇹ⢙Ⲵ㌫

䆌䓼䐑UNCTAD IIIǌˈі⛪॰ฏㆆኅӪ৳㠷Ҷ⎧ཆ᮷ॆ⹄ウᡰ˄IFA˅൘⡮ᯟ冟㰍㺃㠷

Ⴢ億ѝᗳ˄ZKM˅⨮Ⲵ丵ⴞǋӪӪ䜭ᱟव䊚ᯟǄаػᾲᘥⲴ䙾৫઼ᵚֶǌǄԆҏᱟǉAI㠷⽮

ᴳǊԕб㖾⍢Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆⛪ѫ乼Ⲵ⢩࠺Ⲵ਼ޡ㐘䕟Ǆ 

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:⛪Ӱ哭᧗ࡦ䄆൘б㖾⍢⎸ཡ˛аọнᆼᮤⲴᱲ䯃㐊 
 

ᐳ冟၌gᆹᶡ俜㻿ቬ˄Brunella Antomarini˅ 

ᐳ冟၌gᆹᶡ俜㻿ቬᴹ㖾ᆨঊ༛ᆨսˈ⨮ት㖵俜ˈᯬ㖵俜㌴㘠g՟⢩བྷᆨᮉᦸ㖾ᆨ઼⮦

ԓଢᆨǄྩᴮਇ䙾⮦ԓ䂽䆈䄆ǃ㖾ᆨǃӪ于ᆨ઼ᖼӪ于ѫ㗙Ⲵ䐘ᆨ、ᮉ㛢ǄྩⴞⲴ⹄ウ⎹৺

䙊䙾ሖ⭘ѫ㗙ǃ᧗ࡦ䄆઼㌫㎡⨶䄆ㅹн਼䀂ᓖⲴ䂽䆈䄆㶽ਸˈֶ᷀࠶ᴹ億઼䘭ⓟಘⲴ਼ޡ

㜭Ǆྩ䘁ᵏⲴࠪ⡸वᤜ˖Le macchine nubili (2020)ǉ⛪ᙍᜣሖ傇Ⲵ Xenobots˖㠚❦䚨

ㇴᔿѝⲴⴞⲴ䄆Ǌ˄2022˅ǉн൘Ⲵ㚟㌫˖䙊ੁаぞ䌭ঊ䀨᪨Ǌ˄20212˅ǉⳞ⡮ᯟ઼᧗

䄆˖ᵚֶᙍ㏝ѝⲴ䘭ⓟǃ䥟䃔઼㠚⭏㌫㎡䄆Ǌǉ㲅ྣ˖ᵚࠪ⭏ⲴྣᙗᱲԓѻଢᆨǊ˄201ࡦ

3˅ǉ൘䥟䃔ѝᙍ㘳˖〫अѝⲴ⸕䆈ⴞ⁉Ǌ˄2012˅Ǆ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oWm7JS2pNA&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=5&t=155s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsTsxN7s14M&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=4&t=2102s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVwi1xr7toM&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=3&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bly5y-AZGcc&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=2&t=6s
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╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:㨺ᐳቬ㥘ⲴⴞⲴ䄆ˈᡆӪ䄆Ⲵਢਢ 
 

俜؞g⢩㻿ݻ⍋⢩˄Mathieu Triclot˅ 

俜؞g⢩㻿ݻ⍋⢩൘⌅഻䋍⡮⾿g㫉䋍࡙ӎᢰ㺃བྷᆨᮉᦸଢᆨǄԆⲴ⹄ウ㾢Ҷ⌅഻ǋᢰ㺃⫠

ຳଢᆨۣ㎡ǌ˄㾯㫉ᶡǃ⌒ᚙǃᯟ㪲Ṭं˅ǄԆⲴㅜаᵜ㪇䰌䁫㖾഻᧗ࡦ䄆ԕ৺ؑᾲᘥⲴ

Ⲭ᰾ �/H�PRPHQW�F\EHUQlWLTXH�Ǆ㠚ᗎǉ䴫ᆀ䙺ᡢⲴଢᆨǊ˄3KLORVRSKLH�GHV�MHX[�YLGlR˅

ࠪ⡸ԕֶˈ⢩㻿ݻ⍋⢩ׯ䮻৳㠷ࡠ⌅䃎ц⭼Ⲵ䙺ᡢ⹄ウⲬኅ䙢〻ѝˈቔަᱟᗎǋ⧙ǌⲴ䀂ᓖ

䙢㹼⹄ウˈ䳶ѝᯬሽ䀸㇇㏃傇ࡦሽ⨮䊑ᆨ᷀࠶ǄԆᴮ৳㠷䙾ᖸཊ䰌么ฏⲴ⹄ウ丵ⴞˈⴞ

䰌䁫ǋᢰ㺃/㖾ᆨǌⲴ乼ˈԕ৺䙺ᡢ઼丣′ᡆ㡎䑸Ⲵ于∄ˈቔަ㚊❖ᯬऒǃ䀸㇇〻ᒿ

઼െۿѻ䯃Ⲵ䰌ײǄ䘁ᒤֶˈԆⲴ⹄ウ䰌䁫ǋᢰ㺃⫠ຳǌ䙉аᾲᘥ൘䁝䀸઼ᐕ〻䁃㐤䆺䶙Ⲵ䃎

ຳѝᡰ㜭ᢞ╄Ⲵ䀂㢢Ǆ 

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:21ц㌰Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆˛ᡆа䲾᧗ࡦ䄆ѝⲴؑᵜ億䄆઼᭯⋫ᆨ 
 

ጦབྷ䕄˄Daisuke Harashima˅ 

ጦབྷ䕄ᱟᰙに⭠བྷᆨᵚֶಘ⹄ウᡰⲴ⹄ウǄԆⲴማ઼ᮉᆨѫ㾱ᗎส⼾ؑᆨ઼ᯠ᧗

ˈ⮠䄆Ⲵ䀂ᓖ৫䀾䄆⮦ԓؑ⽮ᴳѝⲴӪ᮷઼ᢰ㺃ˈ㚊❖ᯬ⛪㌫㎡Ⲵ⭏⢙઼ಘѻ䯃Ⲵᐞࡦ

ԕ↔ֶ৽ᙍ⨮ԓᢰ㺃ọԦˈሖ⨮ԕሺ䟽⛪ส⼾Ⲵ⭏⍫٬ܩǄަᐢࠪ⡸㪇वᤜˈǉᢩࡔⲴ䃎䀰˖

Ⴢӻ⨶䄆Ǌ(2021ˈਸ㪇)ǉӪᐕᲪ㜭ᱲԓⲴ㠚⋫˖⛪ᵚֶ䟽Ώส⼾ᾲᘥǊ(2019ˈਸ㪇˅ǉส

⼾ؑᆨⲴ䚺⭼˖ӪᐕᲪ㜭ਟԕᴹ㠚ᐡⲴ⫠ຳ˛Ǌ(2018ˈਸ㪇˅ˈԕ৺൘Gendai Shiso ઼ 

Eureka䙉ޙᵜᵏ࠺кⲴཊㇷ䄆᮷ǄԆҏᱟ䁡➌Ⲵ㪇ǉ䚎↨㠷ڦ❦Ǌ(2022)ˈԕ৺㪲g㤡᷌

⡮ᗧ˄Tim Ingold˅Ⲵ㪇ǉ⍫㪇ǊⲴᰕ᮷䆟㘵 (2022ˈ਼ޡ㘫䆟)Ǆ 

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:⭏ભⲴޗ൘䙻˖ᗳ䵸Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆˄21ц㌰Ⲵ᧗ࡦ䄆˅ 

 
ࠡ⪏⩣g⎧ंᯟ˄N. Katherine Hayles˅ 

ࠡ⪏⩣g⎧ंᯟᱟᐎབྷᆨ⍋ᵹ⼟࠶ṑࠪہ㤡䃎⹄ウᮉᦸˈᶌݻབྷᆨ䂩ᯟ B.ᶌݻ᮷ᆨ῞䆭

ᮉᦸˈྩᮉᦸ઼ᴨማҼॱц㌰઼Ҽॱац㌰᮷ᆨǃ、ᆨ઼ᢰ㺃ѻ䯃Ⲵ䰌ײǄྩᐢ㏃ࠪ⡸Ҷॱа

ᵜ㪇ԕ৺䎵䙾аⲮㇷ਼㹼䂅䆠Ⲵ᮷ㄐˈྩⲴ⹄ウᴮ⦢ᗇवᤜа⅑ਔṩ⎧⥾ᆨ䠁ǃޙ⅑഻ᇦ

Ӫ᮷ᆨ、⥾ᆨ䠁ǃа⅑⍋ݻ㨢ं䋍ਹྗ倀ൠ⥾ᆨ䠁ǃ഻ᇦӪ᮷ѝᗳ⥾ᆨ䠁ǃԕ৺а⅑ᐎབྷ

ᆨṑ䮧⥾ᆨ䠁൘ޗⲴཊ丵⥾ᆨ䠁Ǆྩҏᱟ㖾഻㰍㺃㠷、ᆨ䲒ⲴᡀǄྩⲴ㪇ᴮ⦢ᗇᖸཊ⥾丵ˈ

वᤜេُǉᡁفօԕᡀ⛪ᖼӪ于㰍㺃˖᮷ᆨǃؑ、ᆨ઼᧗ࡦ䄆ѝⲴ㲋ᬜ䓛億Ǌ⦢ᗇⲴंޗg

ᆨ㺃⥾Ǆࠪہᴰ֣᮷ᆨ⨶䄆⥾˄1998-99˅ˈԕ৺េُǉᴨማಘǊ⦢ᗇⲴ㰷⧺g㱝Ṭݻं䷻

ྩⲴማ䁝䀸Ⴢӻ⨶䄆ǃሖ傇ሿ䃚ǃ᮷ᆨԕ৺᮷ॆ⨶䄆ǃ、ᒫሿ䃚ԕ৺⮦ԓ㖾഻ሿ䃚Ǆྩᴮ⦢

ᗇޙ丵ᮉᆨ⥾ˈіᴮ൘Პ᷇ᯟ乃བྷᆨǃ㣍କབྷᆨ઼㤡഻ᶌٛབྷᆨ儈ㅹ⹄ウ䲒ㅹ儈ṑᬄԫᢩࡔ

ᙗ᧒ウᇒᓗᮉᦸǄྩ䘁ᵏⲴ㪇ᱟǉᖼঠࡧ˖ᴨ㉽㠷䀸㇇ॆǊ˄2021˅Ǆ 

╄䅋ޗᇩˈ䃻唎䙓㎀:䀓∂᧗ࡦ䄆˖ᗎ゙ࡠ㠚ࢥ⭏৺ަԆ 
 

 

 

ѫ䗖Ώ 
 

䰌ᯬჂӻሖ傇ᇔ 

ᔓᶡᱲԓ㖾㺃佘Ⴢӻሖ傇ᇔᯬ2019ᒤ㉼2021ˈۉᒤ12ᴸ↓ᔿᡀ・Ǆⴞ⁉ᱟᙍ㘳൘ᢰ㺃䙏Ⲭኅ

ⲴᱲԓˈྲօԕჂӻǃᢰ㺃Ⲵ䀂ᓖ䟽ᯠᙍ㘳㰍㺃䃎䀰઼ۣ㎡ˈⲬኅᢰ㺃㠷㰍㺃Ⲵᯠ㿆䟾ˈԕᧂ

╄઼ᙍ䗘Ⲵᯩᔿ৫ሖ傇ᮨᆇჂӻྲօΏᔪᯠⲴ⽮ᴳ䰌઼ײ᮷ॆᜣۿǄ 

 

䰌ᯬಘ䚃ଢᆨ㠷ᢰ㺃⹄ウ㏢㎑ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzr_3a2V070&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o9MahtU7lY&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvoKsnJnyWE&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cymMEKrKoh0&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=7
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䰌ײԕ৺↔а䰌ײⲴᵚֶǄ㏢㎑㚊❖䰑䘠ᢰ㺃ᙍᜣⲴཊ⁓ᙗˈ׳䙢ᢰ㺃㠷ଢᆨⲴⲬኅˈԕ৺䮻

ᤃᮨ⻬ᱲԓⲴᴯԓᙗᢰ㺃Ǆ 

 

䰌ᯬ╒䳵㋮㠽 

╒䳵㋮㠽ᡀ・ᯬ2022ᒤˈᱟаػ䮻᭮Ⲵᆨ㺃ᙍᜣӔ⍱ᒣ㠪ˈі׳䙢ཊݳ㰍㺃᧒㍒Ǆ㠽൰սᯬ俉

䐁俜ൠаᒒ㤡ᔿᧂቻᔪㇹˈᔪᡀᯬ1920ᒤˈ⨮ԕ㘱ᐕ㰍ᗙ؞䊼ˈ䀲ᯬ2023ᒤԢ᱕ጫᐕஏ⭘Ǆ 



Cybernetics for the 21st Century 

Lectures and Symposia 
 

Cybernetics is not only an ephemeral and contingent event in intellectual history, but 
rather it meant firstly to be a new science of machines, which breaks away from the 
mechanism of the 17th century, that is why Norbert Wiener in his 1948 &\EHUQHWLFV��RU�
WKH�&RQWURO�DQG�&RPPXQLFDWLRQ�LQ�0DFKLQH�DQG�$QLPDOV�could claim that cybernetic 
machines overcome the dichotomy between the biological Bergsonian time and the 
mechanical Newtonian time; secondly, a universal discipline, it is able to unify all other 
scientific disciplines, and later also disciplines of the social sciences, demonstrated by 
the so-called Second Order Cybernetics; thirdly the latest development of Western 
philosophy, which led to Martin Heidegger’s claim that cybernetics marks the end or 
completion of Western philosophy. 
 
Today cybernetics has already been absorbed in almost all engineering disciplines as 
well as in art and humanities and realized what it has promised as a universal method. 
The significance of cybernetics remains to be questioned and taken beyond what has 
been characterized as control and surveillance. More than ever, we are living in an epoch 
of cybernetics, however, we still fall prey to the dichotomy of nature and culture without 
understanding the significance and the limits of cybernetics. Cybernetics brought forward 
digital earth, where one finds the end of nature and the beginning of ecology. We, 
moderns, are alcoholics, who failed to get out of the positive feedback of progress, like 
Nietzsche describes in *D\�6FLHQFH, the pursuit of the infinite leads to the realization that 
nothing is more frightening than the infinite. A new recursive epistemology in the sense of 
Gregory Bateson, which inherits cybernetic thinking while seeking to overcome its 
intoxication, is needed for the program of re-orientation.  
 
This research program titled “Cybernetics for the 21st Century” aims to firstly reconstruct 
the history of cybernetics, from the perspectives of different geographical locations, 
political projects, and philosophical reflections; and secondly to ask what might be the 
contribution of the cybernetic movement to the new form of thinking that is urgently 
needed to understand and reorient our digital earth.  
 

Cybernetics for the 21st Century Symposia 

The first edition of the program consists of eight lectures and two symposia with the 
presentation of philosophers, historians of science, and sociologists, including Andrew 
Pickering, Katherine Hayles, Brunella Antomarini, Slava Gerovitch, David Maulén de los 
Reyes, Michal Krzykawski, Mathieu Triclot, Daisuke Harashima. The program is hosted 
by Yuk Hui and organized by Jianru Wu. 
 



Jointly presented by: Media Lab of Guangdong Times Museum, Research Network 
for Philosophy and Technology, and Hanart Forum 
 

Online Symposia: January 10-11, 2023 at Hanart Forum 

Cybernetics for the 21st Century Symposium (I) 
January 10, 8-10pm (GMT+8)  
Theme: /RFDOLW\�DQG�(SLVWHPRORJ\ 
Guests: Andrew Pickering, Slava Gerovitch, David Maulén de los Reyes, Michal 
Krzykawski 
Host: Yuk Hui  
Symposia will be live-streamed with simultaneous translation. 
Registration: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Cy4jlBHoSoWNM85zUzESaQ 
 
Cybernetics for the 21st Century Symposium (II) 
January 11, 9–11pm (GMT+8)  
Theme: 3ROLWLFV�DQG�$UWLILFLDO�/LIH 
Guests: Katherine Hayles, Brunella Antomarini, Daisuke Harashima 
Host: Yuk Hui 
Symposia will be live-streamed with simultaneous translation. 
Registration: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RCBrg9spT_GFu9FVvQqung 
 
Lectures uploaded: October 28th - December 16th, 2022 
All eight lectures with both English and Chinese subtitles could be found online: 
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n 
 

  

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RCBrg9spT_GFu9FVvQqung
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n


Speakers and Lectures 

Andrew Pickering 
Andrew Pickering is now Professor Emeritus of sociology and philosophy at the 
University of Exeter, UK. He has held fellowships at the Institute for Advanced Study at 
Princeton and the Stanford Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, and 
universities including MIT, Princeton, and Durham. He is a leading figure in science and 
technology studies and has published widely on the history, sociology and philosophy of 
science, technology and mathematics. His writings have been translated into many 
languages, including Chinese translations of his books &RQVWUXFWLQJ�4XDUNV��$�
6RFLRORJLFDO�+LVWRU\�RI�3DUWLFOH�3K\VLFV, 6FLHQFH�DV�3UDFWLFH�DQG�&XOWXUH�DQG�7KH�0DQJOH�
RI�3UDFWLFH��7LPH,�$JHQF\�DQG�6FLHQFH. His most recent book is The &\EHUQHWLF�%UDLQ��
6NHWFKHV�RI�$QRWKHU�)XWXUH. He is now working on cybernetic relations with nature and 
cybernetic art. 
Lecture: &\EHUQHWLFV�LQ�%ULWDLQ�  
 
Slava Gerovitch 
Slava Gerovitch teaches history of mathematics at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT). He holds two PhDs: one in philosophy of science (from the Institute for 
the History of Natural Sciences and Technology in Moscow) and one in history and social 
study of science and technology (from MIT's Science, Technology and Society Program). 
He has written extensively on the history of Soviet mathematics, cybernetics, 
cosmonautics, and computing. He is the author of )URP�1HZVSHDN�WR�&\EHUVSHDN��$�
+LVWRU\�RI�6RYLHW�&\EHUQHWLFV (MIT, 2002), which won an honorable mention for the 
Vucinich Book Prize for an outstanding monograph in Russian studies, 9RLFHV�RI�WKH�
6RYLHW�6SDFH�3URJUDP��&RVPRQDXWV��6ROGLHUV��DQG�(QJLQHHUV�:KR�7RRN�WKH�8665�LQWR�
6SDFH�(Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), and 6RYLHW�6SDFH�0\WKRORJLHV��3XEOLF�,PDJHV��
3ULYDWH�0HPRULHV��DQG�WKH�0DNLQJ�RI�D�&XOWXUDO�,GHQWLW\ (University of Pittsburgh, 2015), 
the winner of the Gardner-Lasser Aerospace History Literature Award and a finalist for 
the Historia Nova Prize for the best book on Russian intellectual and cultural history.  
Lecture: &\EHUQHWLFV�$FURVV�&XOWXUHV��7KH�/RFDOL]DWLRQ�RI�WKH�8QLYHUVDO 
 
Michal Krzykawski 
Michał Krzykawski, Associate Professor in philosophy and head of the Centre for Critical 
Technology Studies at the University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland. His research revolves 
around continental philosophy of science and technology, critical theory, and political 
economy. He is particularly interested in a dialogue between philosophical thinking, 
technology and science in the context of epistemological, psychosocial, and ecological 
issues related to the current digital transformation. He is the author of TKH�2WKHU�DQG�WKH�
&RPPRQ. 7KLUW\�)LYH�<HDUV�RI�)UHQFK�3KLORVRSK\ (2017, in Polish) and co-author of 
%LIXUFDWH��7KHUH�,V�QR�$OWHUQDWLYH, edited by Bernard Stiegler with the Internation 
Collective (2021).  
Lecture: &\EHUQHWLFV�DQG�&RPPXQLVP��&\EHUQHWLF�7KLQNLQJ�LQ�WKH�3ROLVK�3HRSOH¶V�
5HSXEOLF 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oWm7JS2pNA&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=5&t=155s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsTsxN7s14M&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=4&t=2102s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVwi1xr7toM&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=3&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVwi1xr7toM&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=3&t=6s


 
David Maulén de los Reyes 
David Maulén de los Reyes teaches history of technology at the Metropolitan 
Technological University (UTEM). He has written about the relationships between art, 
science, and technology in Chile and Latin America within the processes of social 
change, developing a specific methodology of the sociology of symbolic production for 
the retrospective study of project disciplines such as design, architecture, urban planning, 
and engineering. He has been the curator of the third Biennial of the National Museum of 
Fine Arts MNBA “Situation of Chilean Contemporary Art;” the project for the new Gabriela 
Mistral cultural center, visualization of information "Genealogical Trajectories of Buildings 
for the 3rd United Nations Conference on Trade and Development UNCTAD III,” and the 
IFA project “Everyone is a Bauhaus. Past and future of a concept,” at ZKM. He has 
contributed to the platform “Is Modernity Our Antiquity?” XII Documenta in Kassel. He 
was co-editor of the special issue on Cybernetics in Latin America published by 
6SULQJHU
V�$,�	�6RFLHW\�Journal, research that he has continued developing. 
Lecture: :K\�'LG�&\EHUQHWLFV�'LVDSSHDU�LQ�/DWLQ�$PHULFD"�$Q�,QFRPSOHWH�7LPHOLQH 
 
Brunella Antomarini 
Brunella Antomarini teaches Aesthetics and Contemporary philosophy at John Cabot 
University, Rome. She lives in Rome and has a pluri-disciplinary education in 
contemporary epistemology, aesthetics, anthropology, and post-humanism. Her current 
research concerns the analysis of the common functions of the organic body and the 
retroactive machine through an epistemological convergence of different views, such as 
pragmatism, cybernetics, and systems theory. Among her recent publications: /H�
PDFFKLQH�QXELOL�(Castelvecchi, Rome, 2020). “The Xenobots as Thought-Experiment: 
Teleology Within the Paradigm of Natural Selection,” (Studi di Estetica No. 23, 2/2022) 
“Contact in Absentia: Toward a Cybertouch,” (The Covid Spectrum. Theoretical and 
Experiential Reflections from India and Beyond, 2021). 3HLUFH�DQG�&\EHUQHWLFV��
5HWURGXFWLRQ��(UURU�DQG�$XWR�3RLHVLV�LQ�)XWXUH�7KLQNLQJ� (“Cognitio”, São Paulo, 2017). 
7KH�0DLGHQ�0DFKLQH��3KLORVRSK\�LQ�WKH�$JH�RI�WKH�8QERUQ�:RPDQ (Edgewise, New 
York, 2013); 7KLQNLQJ�7KURXJK�(UURU��7KH�0RYLQJ�7DUJHW�RI�.QRZOHGJH�(Lexington Books 
Lanham, 2012). She is the editor of Yuk Hui's book 3HQVDUH�OD�&RQWLQJHQ]D��/D�ULQDVFLWD�
GHOOD�ILORVRILD�GRSR�OD�FLEHUQHWLFD (Rome, Castelvecchi, 2022). 
Lecture:�/HLEQL]
�7HOHRORJ\��RU�$�3UH�KLVWRU\�RI�&\EHUQHWLFV 
 
Mathieu Triclot 
Mathieu Triclot teaches philosophy at the University of Technology of Belfort-Montbéliard, 
France. His research belongs to the French tradition of “philosophy of technical milieux” 
(Simondon, Beaune, Stiegler). His first book�/H�PRPHQW�F\EHUQpWLTXH�focused on the 
history of American cybernetics and the invention of the notion of information. Since the 
publication of 3KLORVRSKLH�GHV�MHX[�YLGpR, he has participated in the development of 
game studies in the French-speaking world, notably by defending the perspective of play 
studies, centered on the phenomenological analysis of the regimes of experience with 
the computing machine. He has participated in numerous research projects in the field 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bly5y-AZGcc&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=2&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzr_3a2V070&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=1


and is now focusing on the problems of a “techno-aesthetic” and the analogies between 
games and music or dance, focusing in particular on the relationship between gesture, 
computer program and image. More recently, his research focuses on the role that the 
notion of “technical milieux” can play in the context of design and the reform of 
engineering training. 
Lecture: &\EHUQHWLFV�IRU�WKH���VW�&HQWXU\"�2U�2QWRORJ\�DQG�3ROLWLFV�RI�,QIRUPDWLRQ�
LQ�WKH�)LUVW�&\EHUQHWLFV 
 
Daisuke Harashima 
Daisuke Harashima is a research associate of Future Robotics Organization at Waseda 
University (Tokyo, Japan). He writes and teaches on humanities and technics in 
contemporary information societies from the perspective of fundamental informatics and 
new cybernetics, which focuses on the differences between living beings and machines 
as systems, to reflect on the modern technological condition and to realize new values 
based on respect for life. His writings are published in books, including &ULWLFDO�:RUGV��
0HGLD�7KHRU\ (Filmart, 2021; co-authored, in Japanese), $XWRQRP\�LQ�WKH�$JH�RI�$UWLILFLDO�
,QWHOOLJHQFH��5HFRQVWUXFWLQJ�WKH�%DVLF�&RQFHSW�IRU�WKH�)XWXUH [AI jidai no jiritsusei: Mirai 
no ishizue to naru gainen wo saikouchiku suru] (Keiso Shobo, 2019; co-authored, in 
Japanese), )URQWLHUV�RI�)XQGDPHQWDO�,QIRUPDWLFV��&DQ�$UWLILFLDO�,QWHOOLJHQFH�+DYH�,WV�
8PZHOW? [kiso jouhogaku no furonteia: jinkou chinou ha jibun no sekai wo ikirareruka?] 
(University of Tokyo Press, 2018; co-authored, in Japanese), and in journals including 
Gendai Shiso and Eureka. He is also the translator of Yuk Hui’s 5HFXUVLYLW\�DQG�
&RQWLQJHQF\ [Saikisei to Guzensei] (Seidosha, 2022; in Japanese) and 7LP�,QJROG¶V�
%HLQJ�$OLYH [Ikiteirukoto: Ugoku, Shiru, Kijutsusuru] (Sayusha, 2021; co-translated, in 
Japanese).  
Lecture: /LIH�LQ�IRUPDWLRQ��&\EHUQHWLFV�RI�+HDUW��&\EHUQHWLFV�IRU�WKH���VW�&HQWXU\� 
 
N. Katherine Hayles 
N. Katherine Hayles, Distinguished Research Professor of English at the University of 
California, Los Angeles and the James B. Duke Professor of Literature Emerita at Duke 
University, teaches and writes on the relations of literature, science and technology in the 
20th and 21st centuries. She has published eleven books and over 100 peer-reviewed 
articles, and her research has been recognized by a Guggenheim Fellowship, two 
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships, a Rockefeller Residential 
Fellowship at Bellagio, a National Humanities Center Fellowship, and a University of 
California Presidential Award, among other awards. She is a member of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences. Her books have won numerous awards, including the 
Rene Wellek Prize for the Best Book in Literary Theory in 1998-99 for +RZ�:H�%HFDPH�
3RVWKXPDQ��9LUWXDO�%RGLHV�LQ�&\EHUQHWLFV��/LWHUDWXUH��DQG�,QIRUPDWLFV, and the Suzanne 
Langer Award for Outstanding Scholarship for Writing Machines. She writes on media 
theory, experimental fiction, literary and cultural theory, science fiction, and contemporary 
American fiction. She has won two teaching awards, and has held visiting appointments 
at Princeton, University of Chicago as the Critical Inquiry Visiting Professor, and Institute 
for Advanced Studies at Durham University UK, among others. Her most recent book is 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o9MahtU7lY&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvoKsnJnyWE&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=6


3RVWSULQW��%RRNV�DQG�%HFRPLQJ�&RPSXWDWLRQDO�(2021, Columbia UP). 
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About Media Lab 
Initiated in 2019 and officially established in December 2021, the Media Lab of 
Guangdong Times Museum is dedicated to contemplating and exploring the languages 
and traditions of art from the perspective of media and technology in an era of 
accelerated technological development. It aims to deliver a new vision of art and 
technology by experimenting with the ways in which digital media build new social 
relationships and foster cultural imagination through rehearsals and speculations. 
 
About Research Network for Philosophy and Technology 
The Research Network for Philosophy and Technology was established in 2014 as a 
project to rethink the relation between philosophy and technology, and the future of this 
relation from global and historical perspectives. It is first of all an attempt to address the 
varieties of technological thought, in comparison with and also beyond the dominant 
Promethean discourses. It also wants to elaborate on and develop further the relevance 
between non-modern thoughts and modern technologies. These questions are often 
undermined and ignored in the established academic disciplines on technology and 
philosophy; this is also the reason for which this network hopes to bring together different 
points of views and new thinking, based on solid historical research, philosophical 
speculations and experiments. 
 
About Hanart Forum 
Hanart Forum was established in 2022 as a discursive platform for contemporary 
thought, and a site for exploring diverse artistic practices. Hanart Forum is situated in a 
restored heritage building in Happy Valley, Hong Kong, an Edwardian-colonial style row 
house that dates from 1920. The site will be ready for projects by mid-spring 2023. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cymMEKrKoh0&list=PL_4oTZX7-ML0gxvmivLZea9mnNNxQKI-n&index=7
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